Digitalization of the manuscripts

India-Afghanistan Foundation (IAF) with its available resources is now capable of locating and discovering and introducing the rare books. These books are related to the theology, history, literature, Lexicography, literature criticism, pedigree, poetry and Sufism. Some of these books are unknown to the scholars and researchers, which are really rare and not even introduced yet.

The scholars and researchers of the above-mentioned fields could get more information from these books. Most of the digitalized books are related to the history and literature of the centuries back between Afghanistan and India.

IAF is proud to digitalize the following rare and valuable manuscripts first time from Talenga library, Hyderabad to preserve the further damage of the books.

1. A book on pedigree of Saddat (The descendants of prophet Muhammad PBUH)
2. Tarikh-e-Frishta (The history of the almost whole Afghanistan-India and central Asia)
3. Rubaeyat-e Mullah Sha-e Badakhshi (The quatrains of Mullah shah-e Badkhshi’s poetry)
4. A book in the proof of the Abu Hanifa’s path of Islamic believes
5. Zafar Nama-e Kabul (A history of the Durani’s in poetry form)
6. Anis Us Shu’ara (A dictionary’s of the synonyms in Persian)
7. Bayann-e Waqe
8. Akbarnama
9. Diwan-e Mujez e- Kabuli
10. Diwan-e- saat’e Kashmiri
11. Haq ul Yaqeen (Theology)
12. Kashf Ul-Ghet’a (Theology)
13. A history of the graveyard of Balkh and the circumstances of Samarqand